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ABSTRACT

Matrix-analysis and recursive matrix computing sub-

rottines offer hope of relievinig the current computer data
deluge. Classical vei~t d 2J east squares for multi-variable
parameter estimation in the presence of correlated noise are
develc~jed in a geometrical vector space 3etting. Rank-one
matriceslor dyads, are ubcýý extensively,especially in obtaining

rainsof traces of variance mat rices.
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TEXT NOT REPRODUCIBLE
INTRODUCTION

This report develops the classical weighted least-squares theory
in a vector-space setting. Computer programs and subroutines which
operate on larger packages of data in the form of data-matrices and
large arrays of system variables as Euclidean vectors offer great
hope of relieving the current data deluge plague.

Our current computer programming procedures are based on arithmetic
operations on algebraic field elements such as addition, multiplication,
division, and integration of scalars. The state space formulation
requires arithmetic units- which operate on iaatricus as elements of an
algebraic ring, vector space, etc.

In the classical weighted least sqixares theory one analytically
and computer-wise works with tedious sun::ation a..er sumuiatiorns of
scatlar variables. In the modurn theory oUC anriytically and computer--
wise works with vector space theory, square and rectangular data matrices
of full and non-full rank and their inver:es auld psuedo inverses.

ýCorouter ecoiouly in Cata s1;oraTe axid coaputing- time arc sought through
the applications of clever recursive matrix nui:ierical analysis algorithms.

Tiis r(e')orv i:' tii, sucond of a series developi he odern state

vwctor recursive estimation theory. Tnc essential areas for understanding
the theory are:

1. Unweighted Least Squares Paraiacter-Vector Estimation and
the Var ance-of-the-Estimate Matrix.

2. Discrete ;Aatrix Recursive >I7ethods Applied *to (1) for Real
..ime (on line) Computer Processing.

3. Weighted Least Squares Pra.rameter Estimation and Variance-
of-the-Estimate Matrix for Correlated Noise.

4. Discrete Matrix Recursive Methodj Applied to (3) for
Real Time Computer Brocessing.

5. liecursive Weighted Least Squares State-Vector Estimation
iory lalnmn theory)

Item (1) and (2) are completed and Dublished in reference (4).
II;em (3) is the contents of the current report. Items (4) and (5) are
near completion.
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NOTATION

The notations used in the report is an effort to blend the notation
of Friedman for inner-products and dyadic products with the current
Journal-literature on vector-spaces, psuedo-inverses, state-vectors,
etce

X capital letters designate matrices of size p rows and
pxk k columns.

xK(: when p = 1, the matrix is called a column vector, and
we use :riedmans symbol to distinguish this matrix.

when k = 1, the matrix is a row vector of dmension p.

"inner-product" or scalar product of two vectors.

"outer-product" or dyadic product of t-jo vectors.

X xx .1. Matrix X partitioned into a row k-tuple of
k column vectors from P. p-space.

X )x Matrix X partitioned into a p-column tuple of row vectors
pxk , from a k-space.

x small x is a scalar

Xi scalar from a column vector

x scalar from a rcw vector

Scalar here is a "real field" element.
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SECTION 1. PRELIMINARY DISCUSSION

Consider the system of two vector equations

x(k+) = '(k+l, k)x()> + f(> + u()

and

z(k = H(k)x(k + v(k (2)
mxp

where:

X , x(k+l> are p-dimensional column vectors
describing the states at stage k
and stage k+l.

0(k+l, k) is a pxp state transition matrix.

f(k)5. is a p-dimensional deterministic forcing vector
for which we can write a vector function.

u(k)t' is a p-dimensional uncertainty or noise vector,
.. it is the composite of the random noises and

the variables we fail to model.

Z( 10 is the m-dimensional observation vector, m
.v" is less than or equal to p.

11(k) is the known matrix describing how the state
vector is functionally relatcd to the
observation vector (if the instruments werc
noise free).

v(k) is an m-dimens.onal additive instriment noise
vector.

The special case of

r tf > =u >

fuld

V(k+l, k) I



and

H(k) H0  a constant matrix yields (5)

x(2 x

'12
X( x ~ X 6

x: " X for all k., I
And

zlk - H0 x( + v 7)

Define the vector

z + v . (9) •

! The block d!, ram of equation (9 ) is

constant

" unknown

i~vco kI "vco
measurement
vector

V( junction
noise vector

Fig. 1 Block of Vector Stming Junction

2
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The block diagram of Equation (7) is

GainMatrix U known _

'Vconstant measurement
input

noise vk

Fig. 2 Block Diagram of Eq. 7 ns Device
with Matrix Gain plus Additive Noise

The graph of equation (9 ) is a random dispersion about a constart
vector in m-space as shown in Figure 3.

Fig. 3 Graph of Eq. 9 k-Noisy Vectors in
M-Space About a Point

The to of equation (7) is shown as a transformation on a conatant

vet in p-space to a sub-space of dimipnsion m plus an additivej-dimensional noise vector in Figure J.

3' ?



Fig. 4 Graph of Equation 7

Noise Free Conditions

The noise-free condition for the multivariable case is discussed
merely to motivate some algebraic concepts to compare-with the almost
trivial scalar case.

When the noise is zero in Fig. 3 and E,%. 9 we have

z (> (10)

hence one measurement of z is adequate to find•

Since•oby Eq. 8 has factors

=HO X(il~ (11)
mxp

two interpretations of interest can occur.

Interpretation I

Input Measurement.

The m-dimensional vector equation (11), when' is a known m
vector and K0 is a known mxp "gain" matrix, 0

Rcp
presents the problem to solve for the p-dimensional input vector x(l
where p _ m.



When p = 1, that is the scalar case

a0 - •0 x(l) (12)

hence 1 -x(. (13)

SThe scalar h0 has an inverse, however the mxp matrix H0 does not
have a conventional inverse except when p = m and H is full rank; whenp is greater than m the psuedo-inverse is a valuable tool to obtain
cart of the solution.

Interpretation II.

Instrument Gain Calibration.
The second case of interest for the noise free case is when

is known and we know the inputs, then the problem is to solve

for the gain matrix. We have

40 2mxp > >

In equation (14) we have 1 vector equation (or m scalar equations)with mxp unknowns. If we use p different known inputs then

or packaging the data as an mxp matrix

mxP >1xp

andz x(>

5
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Factoring out the H

Z = H [x( . X(11>J H X (18)
mxp mxp / mXp pxp

If the known input vectors are linearly independent, that is the
inverse matrix X-1 exists, then we c,%n solve for H as

Z X'=H (1

MXp pxp mxp (19)

Noise Conditions

The report covers the following cases in the respective order.

Case I. Scalar Case (scalar mean).

The noisy scalar case (m =p - 1) yields

"Z = L t + eA (20)
k 0+vka k

k = 1, 2, ... kmax

where a0 is the "true parameter" and a is our estimate of the parameter a 0

based on k observations. An unweighted and a weighted estimate will be
derived. The error ek is the observation minus our estimate • (the
residuals).

Case II. Vector Mean Case.

The multivariable or vector case corresponds to

z> s~+ V> + e~.(21)

Instead of one parameter in equation (20), we want to estimate m parameters
in equation (21).

0
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Case III. Scalar Polynomials.

The approximation cf a function with a polynomial using unweighted
and weighted least squares considers

Z a + a X + a 2 + a * P-I (22)k z0 1 k 2xk p-1 k + k(2

0 a, x k + a2 xk + ^.., apixk + ek (23)

or in a vector-space setting

z (= , a ... , a ) (24)k ap-.1 2 -
x2

z (k = o, a a2 ... a) + ek (26)

[x2

Define the p-dimensional parameter row vectors as

x =(a 1 2, Op) =(0o0 31 all aP-1) (26)

and

nd -b 2elol col n p 0v a, * ap (27d)

and the p-dimensional] column vector of data as

1 (28

2
x

Xp-'



Using the above relations

Z = + vk= +ke (29)

If we now have an experiment with k observations (or a sample of
size k) then the 2k scalar equations

+e1  (30)

Z k of + vk -<b + e k

can be written as two vector equations in k-.space s.9I1 f(Z, z2 ... zk) > , ... ) (31)

+ (v, v2. ... vk)

+ (e 1 , e2, . e)

Factoring out the etr 'Sadf

(3)+ (3

="b + e(34)

Define the pxk data matrix as

pxk

:-1 1 1

xI x2 xk

x2 x21 x2 (36)
1k

xp-1 XP-1 xp,-i

1 2 k

8



In vector matrix form equation (33) and (34) become

Z ~F + V t<ý

If we transpose to a column vector

z -FT a + v F-FT + e> (38)> kxp kxp

Note that the vector equation (35) looks like eouation (7) exceptthat m is replaced by k the sample-size which can become quite large,whereas m is equal to and generally less than p (since we can not instru-ment all variables of interest). We may also consider the matrix H asa mapping down to a sub-space whereas F is a mappi: !g up or down depending
on the size of k.

Capp IV. Vector Polynomials

Approximating components of a vector with time polynomials, forexample missile position vector, velocity vector etc., yields for n variables

z (k) =B+ 0x x2 +1 zk 21. Xk + '31 +. + . lk (39)

z (k) 2 0 x +8
i nk 81n + 2n k 3n Xk + ••. + Vnk

or as inner products

1 l elk (4o)I k 1k 1 k

z nz(k) < I$ )> + v n(k) <ýt> e nn knn

9



ThE kth observation of the n-dimensional vector is

(42)

Bi=~f~ v (43)

=ý nxý + +~

Forming a row of column vectors for k observations we obtain

Zjý] nxk (4

or

Z B F + V ' + E (45)
nxk nxp pxk nxk

The next section develops the concepts of variance matrices around
Case I, (the most simple case we can discuss) and applies the variance to
weighted least squares.

The two age-old techniques of unveighted and weighted least squares
are developed in a vector space setting.

10



SECTION II. ESTIMATION OF A CONSTANT SCALAR PLUS NOISE

Case I. Scalar Case

Consider the simple case of equation (T-20)where
Zk 0 + Wk

where k = 1, 2, . .. , k is the number of observations.aa

Suppose we want to estimate a0 based on a sequence of size k outputs,

and designate our estimate of the parameter based on k values of z as A(k) or
zk = 0 + vk - ) + ek(2)

The 2k equations in one space

z 1 = a + V1 = &(k) + i

z = a + v = a(k) + (3)

Zk a0 + zvk= a(k) + ;(k)

cun be written as two row-vector equations in k-space as

(Z', z', " " " = z c0 .0. a0 ) +(vl, v2 . . . vk) (

•,-=(a,a•. . .ai) + (i •~ "• e )

we can factor a0 and a out of the row vector and obtain

(zi, z2 , • • • zk) c%(l, 1, . .a) + (v1 , . . .Vk) (5)

i,+ ( " k



Define the sum - vector as

hence

Note that equation ( 7) is two vector equations in k-space.

Unweighted Least Squares

We obtain the unweighted least squares estimate simply by averagIng
all of the data, or all of the equations of (3), or

zI + z2 +. .+ zk k &(k)+ + *+.. + *k (8)

and equating the sums of the 4 's 'o zero, that is

+ + a + e " " + =0 (9)
1 2 k

The summation of the k scalar equations and averagingis equivalent
to multiplying vector equation (7) by the column vector
where

< 1i~~cL1 . i k /C(10)
lxk

kxl

hence

12



Clearly the relation of equation (9 ) is equivalent to orthogonality
since

<e > 1 + +ek = 0 (12)

as shown in Figure (.)

Fig. (1) Vector in k-Space

The hat symbol on the/ corresponds to the value of a (any real number)
which makes the residual vector < perpendi;ular to the sum vector <1. This
minimum magnitude vector is designated by< and satisfies equation (1Z-).
See reference ( 4) in which the least squares relations are derived via
gradient methods using partial derivatives and via completely algebraic
methods using orthogonal projections.

Observe that the noise aums are not zero

1•1 +v 2 + " +vk = l o (13)

in general since we can not control the true noise values.

Note that in scalar summation form equations (11) and (12) are

k k
max max 1 (ii)

max k1 k k-l k max

and (
max e ek 0 (15)
kal

13



Thus far we have made only one statement (equation (13 j)&bout the
statistical characteristics of the nol.se Vj,

The errbr in the estimate of the parameter is by equation (11)

a a(k) >*w(60

and the square of the error in the parameter estimation is

2
k

where the kxk square matrix (dyad) is

v Xk)jv V v vv . . . v V (18)
2 1v'V' V) k

V

k k Vkvk

In sumation forL equation () is

k
max

,(k) v- L vk k (19)
k=l max

and the square of the error equation (17) is

-2 =Xiaa 2 1(20)a (k) Iou

max

The above two equations and the scalar summation equations of (/•)
and (IS) require only a knowledge of real variables or real field algebra
and summation index "rules". The representations of equation (1/) and
(/7) require a knowledge of vector inner-products and "outer" or dyadit
products, where the dyad of equation (S) is a rank-one kxh matrix.
From the abovy we note some of the simple but basic differences between
the state-space approach versus the older say-it-with-summation-sigma-
signs.

1~4
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Summarizing1the unweighted estimate by equation (11) is

;¢kk

and the square of the error In the estimate of the parameter is by equation
( 1 7 ) .2I

ak~ (k zV> )l (22)

Note that we can. consider the arithmetic mean (unweighted) case as
an equi-weight case where each data-point is weighted by 1/k or as a
sequence)or vector of weights

= (1/k, 1/k, . . . 1/k) (23)

We may now ask the question: Can we obtain an estimate of a0 which is
"better" than equation (21) and which has a smaller numerical value of
error-square of equation (22)?

The next section will 'derive a sequence of weights such that a weighted
estimate of the parameter is a linear combination of the weights and the
data, that is

zw w1 + z2 2 k 2 + + zk 'k (24)

In a vector-space setting, we seek to find a column vector of weights
such that

and that on the average equation (24) is "better in some sense" than
equation (21).

15



WEIGHTED LEAST SQUARES

The application of weighted least-squares and the derivation of the
equations are developed in this section for the scalar case, The appli-
cation to the observational data in the context of this report is equivalent
to a statistical calibration of the instrument (that is a calibration with
reapect to its noise characteristics).

Noise Considerations and Noise Variance Matrix.

Before we utilize the instrument for experiments or tests we can
calibrate the noise by setting x(l) (the input) equal to zero, hence the
only output is vk. Many experiments exist in which we cannot control the
input,. for example set the input equal to zero, in order to calibrate the
instrument. An example is a missile flight test for which we want to cali-
brate a tracking radar with respect to its noise for that region of tracking
space. In this case one needs a higher quality trajectory measurizng device
(optical perhaps), or else a minimum of three redundant sensors such that
differencing makes the calibration results independent of the trajectory
(see reference ( 5)). The remainder of the discussions in this report
assumes we can control the inputs to zero.

Many instrumentation systems observing dynamical processes have an
upper bound on the observation time, which in conjunction with samples per
second sets a maximum sample size, say km=a. If we now have time in advance
to prepare for the test, to study the outputs for samples up to kmax, say

(Vl, v2, ... Vkmax) <v (26)

and retreat the sequence (reset the instrument) jmax vectors each of dimension
kmax. That ix

()v (v v . ) (27)v = v2, ... Vkma
max J

where j = 1 . . . J where j may be whatever economical number we can
afford. We certainly can not caM rate to infinity.

The k-discrete points may be taken as points off of a continuous curve
v,(t) as shown in Figure (2)

16
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IV,

( t)

max

Fig (a) Sequences of Time-Correlated Noise

For example, suppose we are planning to use the instrument in a
number of tests or experiments such that this particular device is to

~ measure a constant during each test. The duration of each test is such
that this particular instrument takes kmax samples. The kmax is usually
dictated by economy of data processing, time-sharing of a complete system
of sensor outputs via telemetry, etc.

17



We can record the j sequences (row vectors) each of dimeasion kmax

or sequentially feed the data output into a digital computer data-processing
program.

What should we compute in the program? Let us return briefly to the
unweighted case where the unweighted estimate by equation (11) is

(k= )z i( (28)

and the error square term is

{(k)> (29)

In an actual test with an input different from zero we do not know the

valeas of (vl, v2 , ... vk), hence we can not compute1 2 (k). For example)

suppose some arbitrary noise sequence occurs during the test, then the

parameter estimation error based on a sample of size k occuring as a result
of the jth noise seience is

4' j21 (30)

The average error over all Jmax noise sequences is

SL +-- + ... + 12) + +2

or in summation form

ay,*'4 k) rg:2 (k)) 1 (2

)ma;

The scalar M.. -) is called the variance of the estimate of the

£aameter, or the r i-rage error in the estimate of the parameter over
all experiments J.

If we use the dyad expression of equation (17) in equ tion (31) we

obtaia o()F 1 2 (33

max Lmax

18



Factoring out the summation vector from each end

o.(k) + 4.L v .4+ . +

Jmax

or in summation form L Jmax fl

The luck matrix is the arithmetic mean of the Jma dyads and will be
designated as

Jmax

max

We shall also occassionally use the notation

wvv -Q(k) (37)
'xk kxk

as occurs in many of the modern estimation publications.

We shall also use the notation or symbol for the "expectation operator"

Elim =1 (3-)

max max

However, from the practical world standpoint we assume

j• J=l i J=l J Jmaxmaxa 1 +

where the error matrix E is almost zero and J is Oictated by a large
r max

enough finite-population to be statistically representative of the infinite
population and economically available.

19
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Hence, throughout the paper we assume

j 4 Jl j imax

or the exiectation-operator as applied is merely the average of the dyad

During an actual experiment <V comes from an infinite universe cq"

population; but from the real-world calibration standpoint we must
make computations based on a countable finite and economical population.

Note that R is not the variance with respect to the noise mean; however
we shall hence-forth refer to it as the instrument or merely noise
variance matrix'.

It is the variance with respect to a different "origin" not the mean
as origin.

The variance of the noise with respect to its mean is

where the mean is

1 (42)
Jal j/Jmax

and can be computed to give us more information about the noise character-
istics.

The expression of equation (h1) is the most familiar expression for
a variance matrix.

A recursive method for digit ally computing the matrix Qof equation
(hO) for any number of vectorsa is given in appendix

j

20



The expected error in the estimate (one-dimensional ellipsoid of
uncertainty) of the parameter by equation (22) and equation (36) for
unweighted estimation is

k

Derivation of the Weights.

Consider the data-vector z of equation (5) which occurs aske
outcome of an experiment "confused" by an arbitrary noise sequence
then

01 a i (k) < + 4(44)
Note that the parameter a0 does not change with j (that is the

exciting noise sequence c() but all variables subscripted with J do.

We may also take the state of mind that equ tion (44) is the

result of repeating the experiment j time and is the data sequence

occuring as a result of a0 and

We now seek a sequence of k scalar weights designated as a column

vector (independent of J)

w = w1  (45)

2
w

k
w

such that the inner-product of w~with equation (44) is

< W>=c w> + <vw>= a (k)1,/ w>+4w> (46)

where the conditions hold

<1 w - 1(47)

e w= 0(48)
J 21



Note that we want a single vector w>to be used for all possible
noise sequences 

W

Using the constraints of equation (47), (48) in equation (46)

a4 -a +aWw>-a (k) (49)

or the weighted estimate of the single parameter based on k samples is a
linear-conbination of the data

a w(k) W> =*z1 Z 1 ÷ . +Zk w+' (50)
3w 1 kwk

The error in the estimate of the parameter is

a w0 (k) B w(k)in-v W > (51)

Since the inner-product of two vectors is a scalar and commutativity
holds

Jw (k) (52)

The square of the error in the weighted estimate of the parameter by
equation (51) and equation (52) is

jw (k) )2 w ?ýw> (5)

or

jw 3

The average value of the error-squared for all possible noise sequences
J Is

w w (k J1

Jmax

• [a, J (k) 2 I - -]
3-i x a()(k) (55)

which is the weighted variance of the estimate of the garameter.

22



As before the "expicted" error square is

-2 max2
E ( (k)) 0 (k) (5)

w J=l w ;max

If we now use the dyadic-expression of equation 62 ) in equation (55)
we obtain -yI va + + (57)

Smmax

or by equation (36)

" fwt< w > (58)

Equation (58) is nuadratic in the unknown vector We now seek
a vector <w which minimizes the variance of the estimate of the parameter
over all experiments (or noise sequences J) and also satisfies the cons-
traint of equation (47).

The solution by appendix C, equation ( 15 ) is

<W (59)

Utilizing / in equation(58)

S= 1 (60)

and the weighted estimate by equation (59) in equation (49) is

& (k ) =<•z . (61)

23
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SECTION III

ESTIMATION OF A CONSTANT VECTOR PLUS NOISE

This section develops the unweighted and weighted estimation

equations for a constant vector plus noise. Utilizing the concepts and
notation for the scalar case except now we assume that there are m measure-
ment variables (zl, z2 , . . . zm), and an experiment or test for which we

take k observations. During the test there will be some noise vector
max

sequence V(J)

> V(s)

out of a possible Jmax sequences

kv mxk kma
max max

where J"max is infinite, and a)V designates a "row vector or matrix"

of mxk matrices.

We designate the kth observation and its relation to the noise as

z>(k)(> = a(• + v(k) (ý (3)

j j

wlhere the unknown constant vector is . One may interpret the constant
vector of equation (3) and equation (!-@ hence

4(' = H0 x(l)> (4)
mXP

If we form a data-matri~x by a row of column vectors

+ (5)•

24



and factor out the

mxk a > <(6)

Consider a( an arbitrary m dimensional vector and the error or

residual vector> such

z(k)( a> + e(k)j -> + v(k)(• . (7)
&j 1 j >)>

The data-matrix equations for all k observations become

Z(J) l + V(J)E(J) (8)
mxk

If we subtract the terms

a > ' E(J) - V(J).(9

Unweighted Least Squares Estimate

The arithmeticý average of the vectors using none of the noise
characteristics yields

+ 4->(10)
lj + >2j Ik maxýmx j

k
max

which is the unweighted least-squares estimate.

25
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In vector-matrix form we obtain equation (1O) by multiplying

equation (9) by the column vector

31

k

with the constraint of

Eý>u> " + .. (12)

The error in the unweighted estimate resulting from the jth noise
sequence by equation (11) is

k>=~~Vl> (13)
j mxk max

Transposing (13)
j.• • vT 1

) 1V 1 (l1)
kxm max

The dyadic product of (lh) and (13) is the mxm matrix

= V)l_ v (15)ix kxm m.ax
mk

The variance matrix of the unweighted estimate of the parameters
is the average over all noise sequences j and is the symmetric matrix

Ea E P1 (16)

The above mxm matrix represents the uncertainty ellipsoid in m-space.
The trace of the dyad of equation (15) is the inner-product term

t 1 (17)
max

26



and the trace of equation (16) is

trkaa EJ[j

-2 kax VI V + VT Vm, J (18)

Smax

Str aa <= Qw-" (19)

kxk max

where Q is the average of the matrix products,

Jmax

Qw = V(j)TJ V(J) (

kxk J=l kxm mxk Jmax 
(20)

Weighted Least Squares Estimate

We now seek an estimate with a smaller ellipsoid of uncertainty.
Consider equation (6)

Zj + V~ > (21)

mxk

We need a k dimensional column vector> such that

>+ J> <k> (22)

satistying the conditions

(23)

Fjw-) = (mý (24)
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then

21j~w(25)
jw

Using the constraint equations (23) and (24) equation (22) becomes

Z W~ + V a~p(26)

Note that the weighted estimate is a linear combination of the
obss-rvation vector

Zw> => w1 + w + + * * k (27)

max

The error in the estimate by equation (:16) is

V (28)

wJ jw

and transposing equation (28)

jw <W Vj(29)

The mxm ran'do matrix dyadic product is

7K w<V (30)

The weighted variance of the estimate is the symmetric mxm matrix

E ia (31)

28



The trace of (3C) is

W K~ ~ 32)
*jw jw

and the trace of equation (31) is

wT

W4 -- r = (33)

iimax

--r 4i i >(4
<V k~ mk X

where Q~ris given by equation (2Q)

Tile trace of the ellipsoid of equation (34) and the hyperpiane
constraint of equation (23) are exactly the same as the minimization
problem of equation (If-58)and by equation[-.5S. the weight vector is

W( > tvv(36)

and the weighted estimate of the parameter vector is

~Z

with an ellipsoid of uncertainty by equation (36) in (30)

tT

-l 2
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SECTION iV.

POLYNOMIAL PARAMETER ESTIMATION

The classical approximation of a function by a pth degree polynomial
and the veighted and unweighted least squares estimates of the parameter
is developed.

Consider the polynomial

zk a0 + aI 1 k + '2 xk 01 . P_1 xP + 'w (1)

= so h + a, 2 + ." p " P- 1 + ek 2
k+a2 Xk 

1 xi (2)

Separating the parameters

k= ('0, '1, '2, . . . a r .1 + vk (3)

I:

2
x

1 p-l

or

zL +4~v.~.~ ek (5)

where

(6)
x

2
x

* p-i

kc 30



C

If we have k observations packaged as a row vector we have
r.lax

(z , ,.,1 I . . . z, ) z( )

I -k

+ ( V ' " r2 ' maxx
VkMI

"' '2' 'k

+ E1,, m axk

c.torin_ out the row vector of pan•vetcrs

77 (10)

K + -, where

i •<,:.. . ::( 12 )

itAt rrhtiV, d Parumi~ctc~r 1:,sti-iaLion

' This section obtains the? unweighted estimate of the parameters and
'lie var.1ianMce ?c , ~s~ '+.

If lie :,.ti'ly equotion () and () by the psuedo-inverse matrix

w .hich is a kxp matrix and

+ I• F l~ -

F 1,, (.FV (15)
i!x:) ;(Xf )x-P
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with the one-sided inverse property

T
FF - (16)

pxp

then

4FT (FF T Fl 4 (17)

= ~ VF + 1 fFFTFl (18)

and

<i rF T 0. (19)

Note that 4 and 4 correspond to those values of and 4 such
that Q P is a minimum. The geometry and derivations are deri ed in
reference (4 ) via partial derivatives and via orthogonal projections.

Differencing equation (17) and (18)

< - <a (% < ~FT(FF' r- (20)

where th3 j as before refers to the jth noise sequence. Transposing

= (FFT) -1 l (21)

The dyadic prczat .af (20) and (21) is

4 (FF F'F> y( (FFi)- (22)

ald expected value over all noise sequences is

E J ~454~ (23)
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where the noisre characteris tics are

~i;ir;uquatiori (; ) equation ( ) :c -e 'Atlit tVic e3.3i.-Dood ofr

unccrta:i nty III ,p ý;C~ I C S* syL' Ir M. en Li.x >c1 i. lw.

of tQhe cotilrjatLe, of the n);Lr!)j71t r:.) i

pxp l-Xl'.pxp xk kxkf

111is, soct:iolil .ric tho CLc-.ss c~ili . eiqtdL.t-yurseuaL~i~oni
inavector-sp!ace setti.r .-I

, ;cck .±ixo mavtrix WI such, that- post-multiplyino- equation (10) and

+ ('Y

TEX NT RF ODIJCIBLE



If we factor W into its row-space, that is k vectors of dir.ansion p

W w (32)

w

then we can consider the p-dimensional row vector of parameters 4V as a
linear combination of the scalar data and the veighting vectors

<zcfW =(z 1, z2  . w (33)

21 k
k

or or 12 k

< = a 1 w <w + Z2<)w + ** + zk<)w (34)

The error vector in the estimate of the parametez by equation (31) is

<0 -4<. V W(35)

where as before the j denotes the estimate resulting from the 4th noise
sequence

<ax=)v = (v1, v2' " " )J (36)
j

and we want a W to be used for any of the J's, that is W is not a function
of J.

The transpose of (35) is

v(37)
wj J
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The outer-product and inner products respectively are

4 ;(3a)

and

tr ~ <1 w (39)

By equation (Appendix B-79)

11 w •o

pxk

Form the difference matrix

- F W ''( 
i

pxp

Te sums over all jmax divided by j is

~Max
1 Y Efg (42)

Jmax J=l i ijN -J

S• - (43)
pxp

Yhc trace of equation (43) is

tr T' tr ,,,-- tr(%W) (¼)
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The trace of equation (41)

tr ?4=j tr,)>4 - tr W 145

The gradient of the scalar differences of equation (45) is

a~tra(tr a , a (46tr)

aW (W46)

pxk

and by equation (40) and equation (B-03)

(tr T)=W 2 - F= (47)

The expected value over all J is

=EWT rTlV2 - F

Minimizing the scalar difference expression of equation (48) requires

the gradient term of equation (48) to be equated to the [0) matrix.

W T Qý2 - F - [01 (49)

of

wT2 = F (50)

The constraint of equation (29) is

FW- I (51)
pxp
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and transposing

WT FT = 1 (52)

hence multiplying equation (50) by FT

,I T FT 2 = 12 = i F T (53)

pxp pp

Transposing equation (50

WI2Q.Q F (54)
kxp vv

and using (*3)

S T- -1 T
( W (F = vv (55)

k( X 17) kxk kxp

and solving for W

-1. 1 1 T 1k•p (F F) (56)
kxp vv "vv

or

WT F-1 FT)- 1 -I
Wk = (FQ F F Q, , (57)

Utilizing the weight-matrix (56) in equation (33)

q -Qi F (FQ - F T)-I (58)

which is the weighted estimate of the paraaeters <.

The error in the estimate by equation 68 ) is

P4 d Q, W (5n)
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Usine, (56) and (57) in equation (59)

fxf (F -iTi)- (61)

which geometrically represents the ellipsoid of uncertainty in the
estimate of the p paraneters.

Observe that if the noise matrix is a scalar matrix

a = a~ 1 (62)

where a is a real variable (a scalar), then the unweighted variance of
the estImate of the parameters of equation (26) becomes

(FTy )-I FFT(FFT)-l (63)

• =T •. (64)
=(FFT)- a.

Using the "spherical" noise inatrix o-f (64) in the vajghted variance
of the estimate matrix of equation ( ) yields

* = (FFT :3)-l = (FFT)1 a (65)

Thus one does not gain anything by weighting the data when the noise
is as shown in equation (62).
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SECTION V.

MULTI-VARIABLE POLYNOMIAL

Many missile range data processing tasks pose the problem of
simultaneously fitting time polynomials to a number of variables. For
example, a three dimensional trajectory with three coordinates of
position x(t), y(t), z(t) and three coordinates of velocity f(t), i(t)
and i(t) for which we wish to approximete can be expressed as

z1(t) x(t)

z3 (t) z(t)

z (t) x(t)

z(t(t)

z(t)t)

The following derivations assume q coordinates instead of six.

Consider the approximating parameters for each coordinate as given by
equation(IV-5) for a sipgle variable except now the superscript 1 to
q designates the coordinate, that is

<Vk f + v1k' < e k

Z , + v.k= + e.k (2)

z = f + vk + ÷ e+
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Packaging the above q coordinate into a q dimensional column vector

z v eI
2 2. k1  3

•q ql q

)k k J
k

Factcring out the ve 'tork
"k

2 'k

qq

and defining the qxp matrices of parameters as

A ON
11

qxp (5)

and

(6)

4o



hence

k qxpD k . xPk

Equation ( 7) is the kth obzeriation of all q variables.

If we form the datan t=-trix for k observations

- [xk . qx

= :z" " ']+ (1o0
1 qxK<

`:actoriuz out the paramneter an.trices

S" = A + E = A + (ii)
qxp pX,., zxk (qxp)("•xl) q-xk

Uriweirhtc( Least i-s',stirnate i f' the 1'arteter ".!atrix

,.he estimate does not require -ny characteristics cf
the noe s h'-" , as:.u'e that there are j different sequences

of -oise matrices.

it'!
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I

If equation (1I) is post-multiplied by the transpose or F

zj -AFFi + vT (13)
qxk

= AJ TT + Ej F (1Ih)

and the pip matrix Fir is full rank, then multipling by (FFT)- yields

T Ti A1 + FTT-1 15ZjF (FF - = + VF (15)
q#k

+ EjFT FFT)-1 (6

The unweighted least squares condition is

Ej FT = [o) (171
(qxk)(kxp) qxp

vhich is shovn in reference ( 4) using partial derivatives and also

shovn algebraically via orthogonal projectirns.

Usins (17) in (16)

Aj = ZTj FT(FFT) (18)
qxp qxic kxp pxp

The error in the estimate by equation (15) and (16) is

A A= = -VjFT(FFT) (19)

qxp

The transpose of (19) is

- T T-1 T
Aj = -(FFT)-F Vj (20)

qxp

The two matrix products (major and minor), (larger and smaller),
(outer and inner) available are

Ap) Aj = V FT(FFT)-2 F VT (21)
(qxp)(pxq)

-- - -- - -- - -- -- ----------------------------



A= v"(') V i (rF ' (22)

7h e traces of the two are the sane, that is

tr(A•AS) tr(A,- A'). (23)

If we parthior. into n dziensional row vectors

- I4 ~ ... .

rand t.ra-ns.-ýos i..-

'--j = [• • - •-•, } .(25 )*D I

~4 <. "1, (26)

< J . IN)(> (27)
q

which is an outer-Pruduct" of 'inner-products".

h3



The product of equation (22) is

qj

i q
~(aL

or an "inner product" of "outer products"

-TAj Aj [a(, ) +. • (29)

PxP 
q

The geiAetrica1 significance of the many previous forms is obtained
from the re.•resentation of the q parameter error vectors each of dimension
p as a col",nx of column vectors

B~j~ (30)
@2

and the transpose

2 (31)

The dyadic product yields

(32)
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and over all J

E= > l,q

~papgqq

we obtain a matrix of variance matrices.

The su-s of the main diagonal matrices of equation (33) is -the
expected value of equation ("9)

Ej Al A+ +3L)

-Ixp nPpxp
SK J

Weighted Least Squares

This section derives the sequence of weights. Consider equation (7)
Z= A F + V = AF + E (35)

qxp (qxp)(pxk) qxk qxk

We seek a kxp matrix -I such that post-multiplying (35)

Z- p = A + V = A (36)p~xi kxp J

where

F W =I (37)
(pxk)(kxp) pxp

and

E ; W [01 (38)
(qxk)(kxp) qxp
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then

li Zi W + VjW (39)
.qxp qxk

Factoring Z into its colun space and W into its row space

qxp 2 -

or

A1 7. K + **.+ (41)

qxp 1 k

Equation (41) states that we need a-sequence of p-dimension weighting
row Vectors so that the weight estimate of the qxp matri .. of parameters
Ajw is a linear-dyadic combination of the data vectors zk

When q is equal to one we see that equation (4 ) becomes equation
(IV-3,•).

The error in the weighted estimate of the parameters by equation
(39) is

A- jw - v w (42)
qxp

The transpose of equation (42) is

AT _wTvT

Aw = VT (43)
pxq

The two matrix products are

(q~w~p (' q) w
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and

A'A . V.V.',I (!h5)A d• VV -1(15
jw jw j
(rPxp) pxP

The expected value over all j is

E iv 0 6)Ajw=

= =I• qv: ,I(47)
pxk kxk kxp

As before form a difference matrix Y. between the non-linear

equ-,tion (if;) ant the linear relation of equation °(

Y. = A.A. A -1 (0,8)
3 i J

pxp p~xn

the trace of Y. is

tr Y . = tr ! ýk. - tr 7J (49)

Iihe gradient of the scalar of equation ([P) with respect to the
matrix W is by equation (B-630) and (B-93)

TT (o
a(tr ) 11= W V.V.2 - F (50)

pxk pxk kxk pxk

Tl'e expected value over all j of equation (50) equated to the zero
matrix is

W TQ 24:F [0 (51)
vv pxk pxk

h7



Clearly equation (05) is the same as equation (IV.-40)sand
the arguments of that section hold )hence

W Q,; F(F V z FT)- (52)

The primary difference in the two cases is in the computation and
interpretation of the Qv matrix.

Observe that V is a qxk matrix

V .a v(,] (53)

qxk

and

T
ij ,- v ,(54)

and the product is

T, V = 5v ( (55)
WV [v. .

(kxq qxk)

•v

k

. < V Vý(56)
Ž V

<( k vkU



The expected value over all J is

Ej fV2 (1jV

Jmax

max Vj (57)

where j is some economical large value.max

Using (57) in (39)

A Z. Qv~ Fu/F(ý-T, (58)
•jw :j •v •(%v~l•(

qxp qxk
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APPENDIX A - MATRIX TRACE PROPERTIES

The trace of a matrix, the trace of the product of two matrices,
and the trace of a matrix-sum are-useful notions to aid the development
of the topics of Appendix B.

Consider a matrix A of p rows and m columns where m < p and a,
p13

matrix B , then the productMpXm
mxp

is a pxp matrix.

The matrices A and B can be partitioned into their row and column

A a,.. a" < !)a (2)

Pa

B = )b [Eb"* .bý (3)

The product Q can be written as a matrix of inner-products

= AB= [ a [ , . . . b()

a_5

,ý ý (5)

q50



-----

or as a sum of dyads outer products)

=AB .a; a]> ( (6)

Equation (7) expres;3es Q as a sum of m rank-one matrices.

If we commute the product we obtain a square mxm matrix

'2 mxP pxm

and as before Q2 can be written as a matrix of inner-products

= b ~ , '. .. aj (8)

Q )b a4.<

mxl

<' a , .

or as a sum of dyadic products

Q2 <

[b. b ( < 
(1 0 )

p

51



Clearly matrix multiplication is not commutative, that is

AB 4 BA
pXq mM (12)

in fact the matrices are not even of the same size.

However the trace of both products are equal, that is

tr tr(& a v of(BAt (13)

The following will clarify the above relation.

I we have a column v-ector x(> and a row vector •y of the samE

dimension p then the dyadic product is the square, rankone, matrix D of p -ows
and p 4olumns

Whe th elxetsy an x~xY "r rea fldy lmpt h pout

D x

If we commute the product of Equation (14) we obtain

A - YXy "x Y + Y2X2 +. +Ypxp (15)

a scalar.

"I.

When the elem.ents y i and x' are real field elements the products

colmmuteI hence

yix = Y Yi (16)

and Equation (15) (the inner product] can be written as the sum of the main
diagonal terms of >4< which the conventional definition of the trace (tr) of
a matrix, hence

The dyadic product is not as mysterious as many novices might
imagine; in fact, if we write Equation (14) as

PatDYl' Y2 Y(1)

we see that the matrix D when partitioned into its column space is a row

of p purallel column vectors - all p of the vectors lie on a line, hence
• is said to have rank one- that is, there is only one linearly

-ndependent vector in the row "package" of column vectors.

52
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If we take the trace of AL by Equation (5) as the sum of diagonals
we obtain

tr(AB) - <)a bý + ....... + <4a 1,> (12)
p

If we take the trace of dyadic sum decomposition of AB given by
Equation ( 7) we obtain

tr(AB) - tr[aý <()b + + a(P )b (13)

The trace of a sum of matrices is the sum of the traces, hence by
Equation (17)

tr(AB) = tr + tr + tr ap< + +trap b (14)

tr(AB) - + +...... + a (15)
E i ? im

Equation (12) is a sum of p inner-products of m-dimensional vectors and
Equation (15) is a sum of m inner-products of p-dimensional vector.

The sum of the main diagonal terms of Equation (9) is

tr(BA) = ba:> +. + ba(16)

which by Equation (15) and Equation (1Ji

tr( (%D3) = trfxA, (17)
pp
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APPENDIX B

GRADIENTS OF SCALARS WITH RESPECT TO MATRICES

This appendix develops the gradient of a scalar-valued function with

respect to a vector variable and also with respect to a matrix variable.

Case 1. q = 4)a x(>. Consider the scalar q uhich is the inner-

product

q a )a X(>(.)

where is a fixed p dimensional row vector and> is a variable column

vector, or q is said to be a scalar-valued variable which is a function
of the vector variable 1.

In equation (b-i) q may be considered to have vector factors < and >.

If we have a dyad

<(b-2)

then it was shown in appendix A that

tr Q = q (b-3)

or

trE q (b-4)

The differential of equation (b-2) is

d Q =d>< (b-5)

and the trace of (b-s) is

tr dQ =tr 4dq (b-6)

We kay now ask to express the differential matrix dQ in terms of vector
factors dP and a gradient vector, that "a

SdQ (b-7)

such that the trace of equation (b-7) is

di tr dQ tr (b-8)
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TI

By equation (b-7) and (b-5) we can state

(b-9)

We arrive at the result of equation (b-9) directly from (i)

dq <a (b-10)

hence

<a (b-11)

Also one cdn consider the gradient as an operator

q• = •=(b-12)

The dyadic-type operator

2 p
x

xp

ax ax' ax
1x T2 axp (b-14~)

axp axL!
ax 1

when the coordinates are independent of each other, -then

<-X (b-15)
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Hence

In conclusion:

thn if qu ( ( (b-17)
then

<a (b-18)

Case 2. q 4 >.

When q is quadratic we can write q as the trace of the dyad

(b-19)

for

tr Q tr (p ) - q. (b-20)

The differential of the dyad

dQ - ><x +><dx(b-21)

dq = tr dQ d> + <dx>= 2( < > <ax> (b-22)

hence

Kix = 2< (b-23)

Case 3. q = <xB > (D-24)

For this case we have two, different matrices

Bý> (b-25)

and
= 2 <B (b-26)
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which under the trace operation map down to the same scalar

q = tr Q= tr Q B (b-27)

The differential of Q - is

dQ =d> B + dxB(b-28)

The trace of (b-28) is

tr dQ = KB + <dx B• (b-29)

The differential of (b-24) is

dq = <I4c B> + <~B d> t tr Q~ (b-30)
< TThe <

dq = 
(b-31)

dq = [B + BT d> (b-32)

we have

x (b- 33)

and by (b-32) and (b-33)

(b-34)

and for symmetric B

B = B(b-35)

then

<B (b-36)

Case 4. q a (b-37)

The scalar q is a function of the matrix X of p-rows and m columns.

The scalar q can be written as the trace of the matrix

Q b(ý> 3 a X tb-38)mxm pxm
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The differential of Q is

dQ = X (b-39)

By equation (b-37), differentiating

dq - dX = tr dQ. (b-4O)

We seek a gradient matrix 1,1 of m rows and p columns as one of the factors
ax

of dQ that is

dQ ~dX (b-4i)
Mxm 1X ma

such that

trdQ =dq <dX)> (b-42)

Clearly by equation (b-39) and (b-4i) if

b•_( a (b-43)ax

then (b-42) is satisfied.

An alternate, more direct, approach is given below. Partition X into
a row of column vectors (all P con~ravariant" vectors), then

b

b2

m

m

b
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(b- 4 5)=l(>• + . .. . .. . qm(•

" . ~where eacli qi is a function of a single column vector .

The scalar differential of q is

dqI= % , , .

Equation (b-47) can be written as -

dqtr L+,...d 
(b-46)

St 
I

dq x

59
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The differential of X is a row of column vectors

and the fradient matrix Is a column of row gradent-vecturs.

ax U 2 . (x51)

From the foregoing we write

dQ - _a X (b-52)
ax
Mxp

anid

dq-ardQ-tr i.• dX] (b-52)

By equation (b-45), (b-46) and (b-16)

b1a (b-5 3)

Packaging the row vector gradients of (b-53) into the column of (b-51)
we obtain

a <(')a b

b2  a
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or

tO><)a(b-155)
mcp

hence in conclusion

if q =)a X b~
pxm

(b-56)
then b X )b

mxp

Case 5. q = aX A (b-57)pxm pab-7

For this case we set

B a = b (b-58)

as in equation (b-56), thenq = P b> (b-59)

and we obtain the case L, hence

B = >4` a (b-60)

mxp

or-

(b-61)
then a.

ix Z

mxp rx



case 6. q 4 <)a X XTb>(. Nb-62)

Ths cue is the natrix analog of the qutAratic vector case of equation
(b-24).

We can partition X into its colmn space and XT into its row space and
obtain

and
q + . .+ b> b-64)

Distributing the tvo end vectors over the dyadic-su deccuposition
of U'1' we cbtain

q +(Cb -65)

Because of inner-product commutativity

(b-66)

hence
q 4>4 +(N67)

ZM M

ap() q1  ) + . + pm(y) cJ'(2>)
1 1 m m

hence the scalar q is a sum of products of scalars p1 q,.

We have as before

dq 31 "A l tr dQ (b-68)

ax ax' a " x

L
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I
where dQ is as in equation (b-h1).

pq') 
aq1K~=<i = ~K ~ axp, (b-69)

and

<a (b-7o)

q= <b (b-72)

)b (b-73)1i

Using (b-70), (b-71), (b-72), (N-73) in (b-69)

q. <a p1  (b-74')

//
<x >4+<>

V3X [( ) + a(<b(b-75)

Packaging (b-75) into the gradient matrix of equation (b-51)

= + >4](b-76)
Mxp

~[ý< + ý] I

I~i 6I



I
I °

a<,

XT4 (b-78)

In conclusion

if < a X XTb
pxrl mxp

(b-79)
then 21 = Tax k> <a

1xp mxp L .

In a similar fashion it can be shown that

if q = )cxT Xb(-> (b-80)

then b + b >] xT

xp= L <



Consider the pxp matrix L which has factors as ahown

L = B ..X (b-81)
pxp pxk kxp

where X is a variable matrix.

If we factor B into its column space and X into its row space

L [ ý( b,. . .)

1
1 k

b >* + + b)k,,(X (b-83)

1 k

The trace of L is
1 k

tr L = <>+ . .+ + (b-84)

1 k

The differential of ( ) is

dL = B d X. (b-85)

The factors of dL can also be expressed as

dL = ýa(trL)dX (b-86)
ak k'k

where the pxk gradient matrix is

pxkL
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The differential of Equation ( ) is

d(tr L) d d + . . + di (b-88)
1 k (-8

+ + (b-89)

where

Sb-9o)

k

k

k k k

and

> ' > Bpk (b-91)

1 k

In summary,

If

L = B (b-92)
pxp (pxk)(kXp)

then
1 4iL) B (b-93)

nxk pxk
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APPENDIX C

MINIMIZATION

Consider the lineax surface

Z(<.)

and the quadratic surface

S(2)

and the difference

q- . (3)

If 9 is a constant, Z = to, then we seek a vector x that lies on
the linear surface and on the quadratic surface such that difference in
the linear sdrface and the quadratic surface is a minimum.

Differentiating

dý dq- dt (h)

and

dx>~ (6)\ax r

ax x (7)

or /

(~x ax

If we equate the gradient vector to zero
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By equation ( ) and equation ( )

and solving for<

Multiplying equation (ii) by b and using equation (

Q1x bTu1 (12)

2

or
1 = to (13)

Using (13) in (ii)
< = 0o 4b_ (14)

If

to= 1

then (15)
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